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The most popular place in an office is around the office coffee machine even more than around the
office vending machine. This is because coffee is probably the most popular hot drink around the
world. There are no fixed times as to when you can or cannot drink coffee; just the availability needs
to be assured. This is best assured by the office coffee machine for employees and guests alike.
Both an office coffee machine and office vending machine help eliminate the mess and expense of
running a kitchen.

An office coffee machine that specifically uses genuine coffee beans in order to provide hot
steaming cups on demand is always a great hit with most employees. You can offer a wide range of
coffees from espressos and Americanos to cappuccinos and lattes. It encourages staff interaction
and generates satisfaction among the employees. There are models of office coffee machines
which also give options to serve tea, hot chocolate and soups. You should ask your supplier about
what kinds of models are on offer.

Modern automated office vending machines are a great boon for people coming very early to the
office in the morning or having to wait late by providing them a great choice of beverages and
snacks. Candies and chocolates, biscuits and chips, nuts and pretzels are only some of the most
popular snacks. However, you can try and work into your office vending machine some meals that
can be easily cooked with a microwave or are simply heat and eat.

If you are looking out for a bigger office vending machine that vends beverages and snacks then it
definitely requires huge starting cost. You can lower down your cost by buying a quality based
second hand machine instead. Other costs include maintenance tools, security locks, and extension
cords. Many people believe that after they have placed such a kind of machine, they will never be
having control over the cost. However, you always have the option of choosing a model which has
options of dispensing after payment which could be in cash or tokens (which have been paid for
already) or even credit cards.
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